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Winning, losing: ~sin~ •
By Kimberly A. Brehm
Staff Writer
Sheehy's Bar on Chicago's South S ide was packed
with football fans. It was Saturday a fternoon, and the
Denver Broncos were battling with the
Miami Dolphins in a playoff game . The
fans were crowded around the te levision
screen, each screaming encouragement and
advice to their favorite team. None of the
fa ns, however, seem ed as intensely
involved in the game as Mike Turner, w ho
was staring at ti.e screen with a fi erce intensity. Maybe that's because no other bar
patron had $20,000 riding on the outcome
of the game.
Turner, pencil and scorecard in hand,
was sitting at a small table direct ly left of
the te levision set. On the table, a cellu lar
phone rested next to a M ill er Lite bottle.
The large man scrunched up his face as he
concentrated on the game. Turner is a
"bookie," a man who covers illegal gambling bets o n professional and co llege football games.
There are an estimated two mi ll ion compulsive gamb le rs in the United States.
These gamblers aren't satisfied with legal
gambling options such as lotteries, casi nos,
and bingo games. Instead, they prefer to
add excitement to an already favorite pa:st->•.................... ..
time- watching football games. In o rder to gamble on
these games, there must be someone w ill ing to cover
the Wins and losses, someone like Mike Turner.
Turne r esti mates that he covers approximate ly
$40,000 of gambling bets per day when e ither college
or professional football games are p layed. "I have
a lways loved to watch football, and with money riding
on the game, it's that much more interesting. It g ives
the games an added rush," said Turner. " In fact, on the
way over here, I won $ 10,000 on the Atlanta - San
Francisco game w hich added a lot of excitement to my
day," he said. He added that the on ly thing to ru in his
day would be to lose on the current Denver - Miami
game.
Turner explained this is typical in the life a gambler.
"My life is full of peaks and valleys. There are no
plateaus. I' m either very high or very low, no inbetween," he said.

u~~

Turner has the responsibility of collecting the large
debts that people, even friends, lose to him. "I don't
feel bad taking the ir money. It's a business. If you win,
I pay. If you lose, you pay. That's why it's called gambling. You're always taking a chance," he said.
Like many other "bookies", Turner got into the busi-

me. Now I just ask that he doesn't ta lk about it in my
presence," s he said.
One thing Kathy still wishes to control are Turner 's
mood swings, a sentiment echoed by Turner 's g irlfr iend, Chrissy Spencer. " I don ' t like to be around him
when he has a lot of money riding on a game. He's
r-_,.r--- - - - --T-; either very excited o r very
depressed. It's too severe to
handle," s he said.
T urner
stressed
that
Spencer knew what he did for
a living prior to the ir fi rst date.
"Gambling is a part of my life
and any gi rl friend of mine
would have to accept that, "
Turner told her. While Spencer
agreed at the time, she said she
failed to understand how
involved Turner was in gambling until she had already
formed s trong fe e lings for
him. "Gambling stra ins our
relationship but we arc trying
to work it out," said Spencer.
While Spencer spoke, the
doorbe ll of the condo buzzed,
letting Turner know a client is
downstairs waiting to be let in.
A man entered the room after
Turner lets hi m, droppi ng
Jr.J<-nror.11c 1'" ' $8,000 on the table to pay his
............................ •~:arrtou· ng debt from the week
ness after many years of placing illegal bets himself. prior. When asked if he any ill fee lings towards his
That li fe proved very stressful, so Turner opted to cover "bookie" he responded, " Hell no. It's the risk you take
the bets as a means to stabilize his life. Unfortunately, when you place a bet. I sure didn 't fee l bad two months
Turner found the life of a bookie much more unpre- ago w hen Turner had to pay me $12,000."
Turner is quick to explain this isn't the attitude of a ll
dictable.
" I could be up $28,000 one day and down $52,000 his clients. Many gamblers, he said, bet money they
the next. The only explanation I have for continuing don't have and end up losing everything- the ir house,
covering bets is the excitement it adds to my life. I car, and even the ir spouse. Turner related a story about
need the rush it brings me. I guess you could say I'm o ne man who accumulated over $30,000 in gambli ng
debts and had to sign over the deed to his house to
add icted," he admitted.
Turner's mother, Kathy, agrees with his assessment. Turner in o rder to settle the bill. Turner's eyes narShe is sitting in Turner 's two-bedroom, downtown con- rowed as he said, " I d on' t have any sympathy for men
dominium in Ch icago's Gold Coast area. The condo 's like this, men who bet thousands of dollars they don't
art- deco interior g leams w ith g lass surfaces and have. If you want to play, you better be able to pay."
chrome fixtures . Kathy continuously wrings her hands If not, said Turner, he may be paying a v isit to your
as she ta lks. " I have asked M ike to s top being involved home or office to collect!
wi th gambli ng but I have no control. No amount of
nagging or threatening can s top it. He won' t listen to

Sex, lies, and journalism: Media guilty of poor reporting In Clinton scandal
By Leon Tripplctt
Foc11s Editor

As the dust finally settled on a trial that
stole the headlines for 13 months,
President Clinton rose victorious from two
articles of impeachment.
The Senate voted chie fly along partisan
lines to reject the obstruction of justice
article, 50-50, with five Republicans siding with the unwaveri ng Democrats. On
the c harge that President C linton lied
under oath while giving his August 17
grand jury testimony, the Senate also gave
thumbs down, voting 55·45.
Republican Sens. Richard Shelby of
Alabama, Ted Stevens of Alaska, Susan
Collins and Olympia Snowe of Maine,
Arlen Specter of Pennsy lvania, John
Chaffe of Rhode Island, Fred Thompson of
Tennessee, Jim Jeffords o f Vermont, John
Warner of Virginia and Slande Gorton of
Washington, all voted against the perjury
charge.

The behind-the-scenes historic vote
commenced with Ch ief Justice William
Renquist's inquiry of "How say you?"
The only acceptable answers took less than
30 minutes.
The Chief Justice then thanked the
Senators for how they conducted themselves throughout the trial; many
Washington observers were hoping for the
Senate to dignify itself, unlike the House
had done after its deliberations.
"I leave you now a wiser but not a sadder man," Rehnquist said. " I've been
impressed with the majority leader and the
manner in which the majority leader and
the minority leader have agreed on procedural rules in spite of the differences that
separate their two parties on matters of
substance."
The President, looking solemn and
re lieved, in a two-hour speech asked again
for the nation to move on, punctuating his
thanks to those invo lved with the process,
with another apology for his behavior.

"I ask all Americans, and I hope all
Americans here in Washing ton and
throughout our land will rededicate ourselves to the work of serving our nation
and bui lding our future;" Clinton said.
Months before the trial, there was
already grave doubt that the Senate would
move to convict the President for fear of
the backlash that would come from the
electorate.
Th inktanks in the nation 's capitol cited
a rosy economy, the sharp decl ine in
crime, and an already weakening appetite
to see a President removed for his moral
laxity, as reasons why he wouldn't be
removed from office.
Several lawmakers who had come out
last year to chastise C linton for his sordid
affair with an intern were stomped in the
press by revealing extramarital affairs they
had previously been engaged in themselves.
As reported in an editorial the Boston
Globe, "One day they hear U.S.

Representative Dan Burton, the Indiana
Republican, criticizing Bill Clinton for hi s
affair; the next day, they hear him forced to
admit that he fathered a chi ld in an extramarital affair. One day, they hear U.S.
Representative Helen Chenoweth, the
Idaho Republican, denouncing Bill
Clinton for lowering 'himself to this sordid spectacle;' the next day they hear her
forced to acknowledge that she engaged in
a six-year sexual relationship," the Globe
wrote last year.
"For good or ill, we live in a world of
moral relativism, of situational ethics,"
wrote Eileen McNamara, columnist with
the Boston Globe.
"C linton is a man of his times. In a
nation of political trimmers and rationali zers, he is not the first to parse his words in
search not of the truth but of the legally
accurate," McNamara said.

See Clinton, page 3
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Cheat Sheet
Breaking news and issues you should know about

PathFinders shed light on AIDS/HIV myths
By Leslie D. McClellan
Stuff Writer

HIY cases are on the rise in America, and
one place HIY is taking over is among college-age students. Although all races are
experiencing a rise in cases, the AfricanAmerican community is being hit the hardest. The reasons vary from denial to old
beliefs that AIDS is a gay disease. However,
the Harriet Tubman Place PathFi nders and
Prevention Partnership have found a way to
provide HIY/A IDS awareness and education
to the African-American community.
These organizations provide basic understanding of HIY/A IDS transmission and prevention, and explain the socia l, psycho logical, physical, and spiritual impact on the
individual, family and the African-American
community. The most crucial purpose for the
conference was to develop a plan for the
churches, and for the com munities to work
as a unit in addressing the HIY/AIDS problem.
PathFinders' C hief Operat ing Office r,
Bre nett a Howell Barrett, explai ns that
PathFinders, while open to anyone, began
by targeting the Austin commu nity because
it has the highest number of AIDS cases and
AIDS-related deaths in the city. Barrett may
be known for her activeness in Chicago's
gay community. She earned a perfect score
in Outli nes' survey when she was running
for Cook County commi ssioner, and her
organization part icipated in the Chicago gay
pride parade.
PathFinders itself is affi li ated with Thi rd
Unitarian Chu rch.
Since the AfricanAmerican church in so me cases continues to
be a staple for the community, Barrett spends
the majority of her time buildi ng relationships between churches and PathFi nders.
She usually finds someone w ho is very
active in the church and invites them to
attend an HIY/AIDS training. The goal is to
have that person take the knowledge to the
minister or pastor and implement a training
or counseling program within that church.
So far Barrett has had much success with
recommendatio ns from friends who attend
area churches. However, the goal for this
program is to let all communities know there
is someone here who cares. There is educa-

Clinton

continued from front page

His moral standing aside, Clinton had
remained defi ant in his sharply - however
ambiguous and sometimes dubious- accounts
that he only "misled the American people and
his family," and nothing more.
And the populace seemingly agreed. The
polls throughout the scandal illustrated Clinton
soaring high with voters even against the backdrop of Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's
report.
The national media, which had been consumed in the scandal since it broke early last
year, scrambled Friday to file the late-afternoon verdict to their respective news organizations. The pundits, talking heads, legal and
political analys ts were all waiting in the wings
on national television to make predictions as to
how the end game will be played out; the
White House had once again denied going out
on an all-revenge campaign to single out those
House Managers who brought the case to the
senate chamber.
One reporter uncorked a stinging question
to the President regarding reports that he wants
now to exact vengeance: "In your heart, sir,
can you forgive and forget?"
"I believe any person who asks forgiveness
has to be prepared to give it," Clinton said,
then trouped back to the white house.
Many media watchdogs accused the general media of having an agenda from the very
beginning, of being party to what Hillary
Clinton had first declared a "vast right-wing
conspiracy" against her husband.
More than 45 percent of the early news
reports on the investigation of the president's
relationship with Mon ica Lewinsky consisted
of analysis, opinion and speculation, not factual reporting, according to a watchdog group
composed largely of practicing journalists.
The Committee of Concerned Journalists
released a report addressing the accuracy or
potential bias of the news reports. The report
concluded that uncocrced opinion and factual
reporting was embedded in the coverage.

lion available, there is counseling available,
and everyone is needed to make this effort a
success. "It's difficult when you first start
talking to a church because of the subject
matter; people don't want to hear it," said
Barrett. She starts by asking basic questions-how many of you have known anyone with
this disease? How many of you think you
can tell by looking? This way it draws the
audience away from thinking this is j ust a
gay disease.
During the conference, Daryl Edwards,
program manager of HIY/AIDS Education
and Prevention partnership, explained how
difficult it is to get people in the door. "It's
hard to get a black man to admit he had sex
with another man," he said. He explains that
the African-American community is still in
den ial about homosexuality and HIY/AIDS.
Barrett shared an experience she had with
a gay African-American male who worked
with the Pathfi nders. He was a good planner
and a pleasure to work with. However, when
he went to his other job, he had had all sorts
of problems. "That's because he could be
himself here [at Pathfi nders]," Barrett said.
"At his other job people were always bothering him because he was different."
Because the group is non-for-profit dealing with the gay as well as the heterosexual
community, public grants are scarce and in
some cases have been withd rawn. "It is
imperative that the gay African-American
community actively supports Pathfinders
physically and financially, so that we continue to have safe places, where we are understood ," Barrett said.
Prevention and PathFinders have created
many different ways of educating the public.
Prevention has the "Prevention Posse," an
entertainment group wit h rappers, R&B
singers and actors. The show runs approximately an hour and has been proven to be
educational and fun at events where there are
lots of people but not lots of time to spread a
message. PathFinders has also sponso red
health fai rs, block parties and toy drives.
When people come into get toys for their
children, they are given one page of reading
material and a short workshop takes place. "I
can make it as short as twenty minutes or as
long as a few days, all I need is a group of
people," said a smiling Barrett.
"Clearly, at least in the fi rst week of this
story, it was not always the rule to leaven the
interpretation with evidence that would allow
the consumer to assess how much the reporter
knew. Roughly, half the time there was no evidence at all," the report concluded.
Despite the fact that Clinton was played
largely in the media as immoral and a disgrace
to his family and the nation, the general population hardly fel t that the charges leveled
against the president rose to high crimes and
misdemeanors.
In allotted 15-minute deliberations,
Senators took the time to offer scoldings and
repute for Clinton and his behavior, while at
the same time deciding not to vote guilty on the
charges. Outside the Beltway, voters have
shifted their views on what is expected of a
President. Polls have shown that the American
public generally believes its president committed adultery in the White House and approve of
his job performance more strongly than ever
before.
. When asked to explain such incompatible
vtews, clergy, teachers and social workers
admit they see deep-seated changes in the
country's mores and political culture as a result
of this scandal.
"This is a moment when we can glimpse in
the swirl of events a changing public mind,"
said Micheal Sandel, a Harvard professor of
government who writes about American
democracy.
"It's sad but true," quoted James Tierney,
former attorney general of Maine early this
year in the New York Times. "Americans do
not look to their President for moral leadership."
Outside the Senate chamber in the full glare
of swooping media that has been present when
the scandal first punctured the American psyche, Henry Hyde, who had brought the case
before the Senate from the House of
Representatives, declared: "Americans can
take great comfort in the fact in knowing that
by remaining faithful to this constitutional
process, the Congress has strengthened, not
weakened, the ties that bind our nation together."

lvey named keynote speaker at CCAP symposium
Bill lvey, chairman of the National Endowment of
the Arts (NEA), will make his first Chicago appearance on Feb. 16 at the Museum of Contemporary Art,
220 E. Chicago, as keynote speaker of the "Beyond
Survival: How the Arts will serve our democracy in the
new Millennium" symposium. The symposium starts
at 6 p.m.
lvey, who has been a major voice on arts policy
issues for 25 years, served as director of the Country
Music Foundation in Nashville from 1971 to 1998
before being named chairman of the NEA in May
1998. ''The Chicago Center for Arts Policy [CCAP] is
honored to bring Bill lvey to Chicago," says
Rich, chai'rman of CCAP and Columbia's Arts Management department.
The symposium opens CCAP's 1999 Democratic Vista series as a part programs
offered by the CCAP including research projects and publications promoting a
democratic vision of cultural life. Fo r more information on the symposium and
other programs offered by the CCAP, call 312-397-40 I 0.

"CMY2K" Exhibit showcases artwork of
Columbia students
"CMY2K" (Creative Minds for
the Nc;w Millennium), a senior
portfolio exhibit showcasing
the work of futu re Columbia
uates is currently on display · n
the Hokin Gallery. The ex hibit
features portfolios by advanced
design, advertising and illustration students who are aiming for
careers in these professions. The
exhibit is open to the public now
until March II from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. For more information,
call 3 12-344-7696.

Sylvia Nieves

Columbia alum reminisces about 'Stella'
Columbia alumnus Jeff Jur, director of photography on " How Stella Got Her
Groove Back," says working with Angela Bassett and Whoopi Goldberg was pretty wild. Angela was the "consummate professional," whi le Whoopi happily shared
her personal chiropractor with the crew for free. Jur also worked on the fi lm "Dirty
Dancing," among others.

Graphic Design Show in Hokin Gallery
features seniors' works, starts this week
T he Columbia College Senior Portfolio Show wi ll be showcasing the work of 24
seniors from the two G raphic Design Portfolio classes. This show, the first of its
kind here at Columbia, gives these students the chance to present their work to the
public. The exhibit is being held from Feb. 15 to March 12 in the Hokin Gallery,
623 S. Wabash. An official reception is being held Friday, Feb. I 9 at 7 p.m. and is
open to the public.
The three majors in the graphics design department are being representedadvertising, design, and illustration. According to Scot Westwater, student organizer of the event, the works range fro m public service announcement posters to corporate identity systems to storybook illustration. Nearly 800 invitations were sent
out to Chicago-area design professionals to view the works from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Thursday.
Westwater said that he saw a si milar student show at the University of Illi noisChicago, and decided Columbia seniors should have the same opportunity to show
their work to professionals and the public. "We have been lucky enough to get the
nght people from school excited about the s how and have met with almost no resistance at all," he said.
For more information on the show, contact Tim Long in the Career Planning and
Placement Office at extension 7282.

Noon Media Forum to discuss Internet
The Community Media Workshop is holding one of its Noon Media Forums Thursday,
Feb. 18 at noon in room 201 of the Wabash
Building. CMW President Thorn Clark will
moderate an Internet media relations forum.
Clark, along with media professionals from
The Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, and
Ketchum, will discuss changes in media relations inspired by the Internet. Included in the
discussion will be Columbia's own Len
Strazewski, the new coordinator of the college's compuetr-assisted reporting program. To
be discussed are the prospects for journliasm on
the net as opposed to older, traditional writing.
reporting, and marketing trends.
All Noon Media Forums are free, though
donations are encouraged.
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Child C(\re Study
0

PLEASE RETURN QUESTIONNAIRE TO: Randie Von'Samek, Office ofVP/Dean of Graduate School, Columbia
College Child Care Study, Columbia College, 600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 506..... Return by Friday, February 19th.
I.

Columbia College status: a.

2.

Zi p Code of your residence: - - - - -

b.

Student Full-time

Student Part-time

3.

Sex:

4.

Your a g e : - - - --

s.

Do you have any children now? These may be your own children or children in your custody or guardianship (c;ircle oae) a. Yes
If yes, how man.r,? n ,..-liHlcv;;;;-.;;
(If you circled NO" but you ma]l bave child care issua ia the fu ture, please coatiaae. If you
circled " NO" .ad do aot see chili! care as au issue ia your future, please stop aow aad ret11ra
the quatloaaalre to the above address.)

6.

What are the ages of your children?
a.
0-1 year
b.
1-2 years
c.
2-3 years

7.

a. female

b. No

3-5 years
S years and older

d.

e.

What is your approximate personal annual gross (before tax) and family annual gross (before tax) income?
Please onclude chi ld support and additionaf monetary support).
.
circle one)
{corcle one)
Annual family Grr!ss Incoffie

l

c.
d.
e.
f.

l}~o lg'Jl~:ggg

20,000 to
25,000 to
30,000 to
35,000 to
4(1,000 to
50,000 an

ft:
i.
8.

b. male

~:

24,999
29,999
34,999
39,999
49,000
over

d.
e.

~t"g~~f:g·u~~:ggg

20,000 to 24,999
25,000 to 29,999
30,000 to 34,999
35,000 to 39,999
0,000 to 49,000
50,000 and over

f.

g.

1\.

i.

How do you travel to Columbia? (ci rcle oa e)
a.
Automobi le
b.
Train (CTA, METRA, etc.)
c.
Bus

d.
e.

Cab/private van service
Walli

9.

Approximately how many miles do you travel to Columbi a ? - -- -

10.

On average, how many days a week do you come to Columbia? (circle oae)
a. I
6. 2
c. 3
d. 4
e. 5

II .

Which of the foll owing statements best describe your household (parental status)? (circle one)
a.
Single, no children
b.
Married, no chi ldren
c.
One-parent family ~si ngl e parent)
d.
Two-parent family bo!h parents working outside the home)
e.
Two-parent family one parent working_ outside the home)
f.
Two parents sharong custody/care of cllildren in two separate households
g.
No-parent legal guardian to minor children
1\.
Non-custodiaJ parent, but financially res119nsible for child care expenses
i.
Non-parent fami ly member caring for cHildren
j.
Other (specify): - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -CH ILO CARE (circle one)
12.

Chi ld care: (circle all that apply):
a.
b.
c.
d.

13.

Is a current issue for me
Will be an issue within I year
Will be an issue in 2°3 years
Will be an issue, but not in the next three years

If Columbia had a child care center, how imp<?rtant would location be?
A.
Location on campus is the only way I would use Columbia child care.
Locat ion in the near South Loop would be acceptable

B.
14.

If Columbia has a child care center would you be interested in(circle a ll that ap~ly):
a.
I NFANT CAR E
b.
iOOOLER CARE
(8 wks.- 15 mos .)
( 15 mos. 3y_o:s .)
c.
J>RESCHOOL CARE
d.
SCHOOL AGE CARE
(3 yrs. - 5 yrs.)
(5 yrs. and older)
0

15.

Do your hours at Columbia most often fall between (circle u_p to two):
a.
7am - 6pm
b.
6pm - Wpm

16.

Whether or not you currently have child ren , when considering child care arrangements, how important are the following factors?
Very
Important

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

~:

i.
j.

k.
I.

m.
n.

17.

18.

c.

Age

Not
Important

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2
2
2

2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

2

Child
C hild
Child
Child

I
2
3
4

Current
Childcare
Days a Week

Current
Childcare
Weekly Costs

s

Paid babysitter/nanny
School age program
Other
e.

Not applicable

What is the P.rice range you
would consiiler paying_for
Columbia C hild Care "Center?

to~
Per
to - - -Per
to - - - Per
_ _ _to - per

Days
- -o ays
- - oays
= =Days

Doesn't
Apply

Somewhat
Important

Which of the follow ing arrangements do you use in your absence? (circle all tbat apply):
a.
Partner/spouse
d.
Nursery school/ preschool
g.
b.
Unpaid relative or friend
e.
Child care center
1\.
in fheir home or mine
c.
Paid relative or friend
f.
Licensed family day care
i.
in their home or mine
How satisfied are you with your current child care arrangements? (circle one)
a.
Very satisfied
c.
Moxed feelings
b.
Satosfied
d.
Dissatisfied

19.

(circle oae for eacb statemeat):

Important

I
I
I

Convenience to home
Convenience to work
Experience/training of
caregiver/teacher
Flexibility/hours care
is available
Pro_gram emphasis (i .e.,
sel l-directed play;
structured leammg)
Quality of facility
Cost
Security
Reliability of care given
Access to children curing
care
Teacher/child ratio
Age g roupi01g of children
Doverse envoronment
Other _ _ _ __ _

Weekends

Week
Week
Week
Week

20.As a student at Columbil} College, are ,you also ccrrently_employed? (circle one)
a . yes
b. no
If you answer yes," please conlinue to questoon 21.
2 1.How many hours a week do you currently work? (circle one)
a.
Less than 20 hours per week
b. 20 to 24 liours per week

c.

25 hours or more per week

22. What is your approximate weekly income from your employment?_ _ __ _

L----------------------------------------------------------------~
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The Columbia Chronicle set a new all-time record February 5, 1999,
COLLE<~
winning 19 awards at the 1998 Illinois College Press Association Awards Luncheon
First Place - Critical Review Other Than Film - Lawrence Benedetto
First Place - Sports Column: Rob Steva

Second Place - Feature Story: Leon Trlpplett
Second Place - Sports Photo: Rob Hart

First Place - Sports Feature Rob Steva

Third Place - Ca rtoon Strip/ Othe r Pa n e l: Billy O'Keefe

First Place - In-De pth Reporting: Eileen LaVelle, Felicia Oechter
and others.

Third Place - Full Page Advertisement: Chris Richert

First Place - Feature Photo: Tobias Lopez

Honorable Mention - Front Page Layout: James Boozer, Billy O'Keefe,
VIncent Johnson and Tlm Lofgren

First Place - Spot News Photo: Rob Hart

Honorable Mention -Column: Benjamin Trecrocl

First Place - Photo Essay: VIncent Johnson, Rob Hart and Tamara Bell

Honorable Mention - Sports Feature: Marcus Jenkins

Second Place - News Story: James Boozer

Honorable Mention - Feature Photo: VIncent Johnson

Second Place - Editorial Cartoon: Billy O'Keefe

Honorable Mention - Chicago Shoot-Out Photo Competitiorr. Rob Hart

Second Place - Photo Essay: Rob Hart
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Academic Excellence Award
$1,500 for one semester (Fall, 1999). This scholarship is for
full-time students with a 3.0 cumulative grade point average
and at least 24 credit hours earned at Columbia College.
Deadline: March 1, 1999

Hermann Conaway
Scholarship
$2,000 for one academic year ($1,000 awarded in Fall,
1999 and $1,000 awarded in Spring, 2000). This
scholarship is for full-time outstanding students who
have demonstrated leadership ability on Columbia's
campus or beyond.
Deadline: Apri/1, 1999

Hillary Kalish Scholarship
$2,500 maximum award per academic year ($1,250
awarded Fall, 1999 and $1,250 awarded Spring, 2000).
This scholarship helps medically and financially
challenged students complete an undergraduate degree.
(Part-time students are eligible to apply.)
Deadline: Aprll1, 1999
I Loollcatlo•ns are available at the Associate Provost Office for Student Affairs,
300, and the Financial Aid Office, Room 303, Columbia College Chicago,
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL, 312-663-1600
· College Chicago admits students without regard to

age, color, creed, sex, religion, handicap, disability, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin.
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Editorial Cartoon

Editorial

By Billy O'Keefe
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Welcome back!

(. . you happy to be here?)
Seven weeks until the next break. Can you
last? Did everyone need the semester break or
was it just us at The Chronicle?
Back in September mostly everyone came
back to school with thoughts of a perfect semester: by Halloween that seemed impossible. Here
at The Chronicle the very thought of balanci ng
school, work and the paper makes us tremble.
The fa ll semester was fi lled with U-Pass,
Duff's money and our money.
Exact ly how many times is our tuition going
to rise?
By the time midterms came around it seemed
as though the school was running like molasses.
Classes became monotonous, not just for the students but even the teachers seemed bored. The
syllabus was something of the past, and class
became a week by week guessing game. The
weather was boring and gray and the days were
getting shorter.
When would it
There is bound to
be some topic that will ever end?
Even the holidivide the college and day break couldn't
The Chronicle will stop the insanity.
have to stay on a even It was j ust a
playing field trying breather, but only
not to waver one way for so long .
because of our
or another.
strange schedule.
The burning stress
over research papers and fi nals was building into
an inferno. Over the holiday break, the snowstorm from hell unleashed its wrath and left us
inside with nothing to do but watch cheesy
movies and eat froze n pizzas.
As we e nter the spring semester the same
thoughts of a perfect semester are running
through our minds. but most likely it won 't happen. There is bound to be some topic that will
divide the college and The Chronicle wi ll have to
stay on an even play ing field. trying not to waver
one way or another.
At some point during the semester you ' re
going to find yourself looking out the window as
the temperature reaches above 60 degrees and
think to yourself that it's time for a walk along
the lake or a lay in the park with the sun beating
down on your face.
As long as this is not an everyday occurrence,
use your three absences to the fullest extent. If
you know you' re having a quiz or a major
assignment is due, don't take a trip to the Lincoln
Park Zoo to look at the tigers.
The next seven weeks will be long and trying
for us all. But as always, somehow we' ll be able
to get past the thought of going to class everyday and maybe end up actually enjoying the
experience. If we can all j ust put the semester in
perspecti ve it won' t seem like an endless
marathon but rather a short jaunt.

All Columbia students are
invited to write a guest column
for The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns should be no less
than 600 words in length and
must contain your full name
and contact info. If you are
interested or have any questions, call 312-344-7343 and
ask for Billy, or send him e-mail
at MrBilly78@aol.com.

Preparing for the end of the millennium is one thing; preparing for the ·
end of time is completely another.

hy it was so cool ! cannot remember, but I was truly marveled
when I fi rst discovered that the
computer in my elementary school had a
built-in clock and calendar (never mind that a
perfectly good clock and
calendar were si tting on
the wall right behind it).
As was natural, !let my
Vi~wpoints/N~w curiosi ty gel the best of
Media Editor
me one day, and I set the
computer's calendar to the
year 2000 (or for all it knew, the year 00). I
wondered how the computer would know the
difference between 1900 and 2000, and I
found out the hard way. The machine crashed
to the floor, turned into an adding machine,
sprouted wheels and chased me around the
room like the deranged, confused piece of
machinery it was. I survived; the adding
machine did not.
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Letters to the Editor
Bill CI"Ntes a roadblock In
quest for education
Last October, President Clinton
signed the Higher Education Act of
1998 (HEA ), a law he clai med would
al low every high school graduate in
America, regardless of income, to
afford to go to College. He neglected
to mention a provision in the law that
denies loans to students convicted of
any drug offense, a provision that
could potentially affect the 54 percent of high school seniors who have
tried an illegal drug. The law wi ll
most likely have a greater impact on
minority students, who are disproportionately targeted by drug
enforcement. African-A mericans,
who comprise 12 percent o f the population and 13 percent of drug users,
make up 55 percent of persons convicted for drug offenses.
The provision passed at the urging
of Rep. Mark Souder (R-Ind.), who
introduced the amendment on March
18, 1998. Students convicted under
any state or federal law for possession of a controlled substance are
ineligible for student loans, grants
and work assistance for one year
after a fi rst offense, two years after a
second offense and indefinitely after
a third offense. Persons convicted of
drug sales shall be ineligible for two
years after a first offense and indefinitely after a second offense. A student's eligibility can be restored if
he/she completes a drug rehabilita-

lion program that must included two
unannounced drug tests.
The Drug Reform Coordination
Network (DRCNet) is organizing
students on college campuses to
bring auention to the issue and
encourage student governments to
pass resolutions opposing the provision. Thus far, student governments
at Rochester Institute of Technology,
Western State University (Colorado)
and Western Connecticut University
have passed resolutions opposing the
HEA provisions.
For more info rmation, see
DRCNel's student activism web site
at http://www.drcnet.org/U-net.
Louis Silverstein
Liberal Education Department

Get on the ball, Jackass
I really like what you 've done
with your sports page this year. I am
an avid athlete and a Columbia student. I would like to see stories that
aren't just your opinion of the Bulls.
There are many good story that are
related to sports that you miss. It
takes a little more time than watching a football game and commenting
on it. Am I the only one who thinks
the Chronicle staff can do more?
Allen
via The Chronicle Online Forum

AssifJH~IlHI eoiJ~HtOia
THE QUESTION

OF THE WEEK

This Week's Question:
As with the beginning of every semester, thousands of Columbia students
reluctantly endure the many pains of registerring for classes. What was your
experience like? Was it better or worse than in the past? Was Early
Registration a boon or a pain? What suggestions do you have for improving
the registration process?
Post your opinons on the web at www.ccchronicle.com, or e mail them to
either Chron96@ interaccess.co m or mrbilly@mrbilly.com. In the coming
weeks, we' II print the best responses here.

In 1996. when the potential ramifications
of the Year 2000 problem touched down in
business and
public circles
everywhere, a
great majori ty
of companies
took on the
task of conquering
the
problem quietly. The problem, as well as
the solution,
was plain as
day; thus, most
everyone
involved in the
fig ht against
the millennium
bug fe lt that all
could
be
solved, with time to spare and without dragging the public through a mudslide of panic.
Unfortunately, it has not worked so
smoothly. The secret is out, the clock is ticking, and there's still a ways to go befo re
everything is fixed (although depending on
who you ask, everything is just fine).
So what is the holdup, and why is this a
problem in the fi rst place? Could computer
programmers in the I970s and I 980s not see
this problem coming? Why is nobody blaming their bad judgment for this mess? Kill
them!
The answer to any of those questions is
simple even for someone who has never used
a computer: In order to make it possible for a
computer or program to recognize four digits
instead of two, you need a lillie something
called RAM, much like you need peanuts to
make peanut buller. A standard unit of RAM
today costs only fi ve dollars; back then, however, it came with a price tag of over $3 million. And when you assume (like they did)
that most of these programs would be obsolete by the turn of the century, why spend a
fortune on something that will probably be
ignored by most users? Programmers were
mere ly being cost-effecti ve, and their
unlucky assumption is one that many of us
would make, had we been in the same shoes
with the same budget.

Column continues
on page 7

Give us your faxes, e-mail, lette1.•s and more!
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Editorials ore the opinions of the Editorial Board of Tha
Columbia Chronic/a. Columns are the opinions of the author(s).
VIews expreued In this publication are those of the
writer and are not the opinions of The Columbia Chronicle,
Columbia's Journalism Department or Columbia College
Chicago.

Letters to the Editor must include your full name, year,
major, and a phone number. All letters a re edited for grammar
and may be cut due to the limited amount of space availiable .
Letters can be faxed to us @ 312-344-8032, e-malled to
Chron9601nteraccesa.com or mailed to The Columbia
Chronicle clo Letter• To The Editor, 823 S . Wab111h Ava.,
Suite 205, Chicago, IL 80605.
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Continued from page 6

If we have to blame someone (and a lot of
people sure want to), we can leer at the countless companies who sat on their hands for far
too long, as late in some cases as last year. It's
a simple problem with a simple solution, so
simple that many people figured averting the
crisis would take no more than a few keystrokes here and a new chip there. If there
was only o ne machine and one program to
fix. they would be right. But there are
millions of machines and programs
that need the fix , each with thousands of chips and millions of lines
of complex, crazy code -- the o ldest of it beyond the comprehension of many modem programmers. It's suddenly apparent why
the process is so time-consuming
and challenging.
In the world of personal computers, errors and bugs, however
frustrating, have become the
norm; a program without some
glitch or another is about as common as a Chicken McNugget with
real chicken. So it's rather ironic
that we expect nothing less than perfection when it comes to apply ing the
Year 2000 fix. We have never faced this
particular problem before in any form, let
alone on such a mass scale. And while it 's
helpful to test each program and machi ne
individually to see if it will survive the first of
January. the question remains whether these
systems will work together when the dress
rehearsal ends and the play begins.
Lest you forget, we ' re not alone; this is a
completely global issue, Chinese New Year o r
not. Too many of us think our economy is
robust and fiercely independent because of
something the president did, and nothing
could be further from the truth ; every economy affects every other economy (we don't
trade wi th aliens. you know). and we have to
take into consideration just how prepared
other countries are around the world.
Add to that an absolutely awful time
(January of this year) for Europe to introduce
an entirely new currency. and the problems
facing banks, programme rs and citizens
mount. And don 't forget about the apocalypse. II had dibs on this date, after all .
SO ARE YOU SCARED YET!? If you
answered. "I don't know, dark. Are YOU
scared?" then give yourself a dime.
As ti me caves in on us, the new strategy of
businesses and Year 2000 experts (as if there
really arc any) is to shake people up without
sending them leaping for the hills. Problem is,

nobody knows just how fine the line is
between productive behavior and rag ing
insanity, and that is the biggest setback of all.
The fear among a s mall but growing
amount of people is that when the clock
strikes midnight,
t h e

wo r ld
will simply
fall
to
pieces.
Computers will blow their tops, word processors will eat our pets and micro waves will
take over our government. The ground will
bum for no good reason, and a huge bomb
will go o ff somewhere, probably in your community. In short, pure pandemonium.
Nuts to them. Because no matter how bad
it gets, it will never be that bad without our
he lp. What exactly wi ll kill us anyway,
besides each other? Food wi II grow. people
will reproduce, and the sun will shine; they
never needed electricity in the first place. Our
clothes will not dissolve, our shoes wi ll not
explode, and shelter will still be standing,
even if the garage door won't go up and we
have to usc the stairs. No kidding. the mess
could be devastating or at least a great discomfort. But the only thing that will truly finish us off is our own kind, and perhaps the
occasional li ghtning strike. Some things never
change.
Thus, the trick is to educate people,
whether they fear a total loss of freedom or a
temporary loss o f online porn access, and
calm them down. Much like the country is
arguing today about impeachment with the

aid of countless different definitions. we are
taking on this global problem without truly
defining its consequences.
Misconceptions can tum into truths if the
public supports them. and the illusion of disaster is no exception. If enough people believe
that New Year 's Day will destroy us. they will
act on those beliefs. instilling fear in yet more
people until too many dominoes have fallen.
This kind of momentum has to be stopped.
Hell yes. it's a safe bet that if and when (and
where) the bug kicks in, bills will suddenly be
100 years overdue, credit cards will be
declined and bank accounts will be inaccurate at best. But what nobody seems to
remember is that there are people behind
every computer and every credit card. No
one's partying like it's 1899. and when
these errors pop up next year, people will
know they are just that: errors. II may
take a few days, perhaps a week or two.
but your credit cards will be reactivated,
your bank accounts will be reopened just
as they were before and your bills will
return to their normal state of being several
weeks overdue.
The big secret of this whole confusion is
having the abi lity to son between truth and
speculation, and knowing how to take action
without acting rash. If anything in 2000
should collapse completely, it will be our own
doing. Because if everyone empties thei r bank
accounts and slices their credit cards in half,
for example, where will the money be coming
from, and how can we prevent the massive
damage this wi ll innict on our economy?
Likewise, if the death count should spi ke on
New Year's Day 2000, it will not be because
our heat won't work or our bank is out o f the
loop. Such a spill can only happen if we oursel ves lose control.
The world will keep spinning even if our
hard dri ves don't follow suit. The sun wi ll not
crash into the ocean, the stars will not fall out
of the sky, and the grass will not tum gray,
even if your hair docs. The Year 2000 issue is
a bad thing packaged with a good lesson. We
may never learn from the mistakes we make
(after all, we' re running out of Social Security
numbers and area codes, and the Dow Jones
only goes up to 10,000 points), but perhaps
with this, one of the greatest tests of human
nature we will ever endure (and we WILL
endure it), the world will be better prepared to
correct them.
Viewpoims/New Media Editor Billy
O'Keefe is presently Y2K-complia111, even if
his manner of dress is not.
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Registration: reaching for a remedy
How much longer can the many problems with class selection be ignored?
By G ina Leyba

ister early so it wouldn 't get full," he said. " I was very disappointed
when I heard it was canceled because not enough people signed up for

Gue>t Columnist

JIM SULSKI
FACULTY ADVISER

i
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very semester it is a chore trying to register. Even when
Columbi a students arc lucky enough to obtain classes during
early registration, there is still a chance that a required class
may be cance led by the time registration ends. Frustrated s tudents are
then forced to reschedule their lives according to their classes.
I have to take a certain class in o rder to graduate in June and had to
rearrange my classes and work schedule after the section that fi t perfect ly was canceled. Granted, I work at the school so my arrangement
was flexible; however. not many students can say the same. Many
people who work full time take their classes at night. They are incredibly inconvenienced when those classes are canceled. It is a big
headache trying to organize classes to fit into a full time work schedule.
Some students want to take a class that could be beneficial for
them. although it is not required. When the class is cance led, the student misses out on what might be a rewarding learning experience.
For example, the Introduction to Magazine Photography class is
offered every spring semester through the Journalis m Department and
almost every time, it gets canceled. leaving many students disappointed. "As a magazine s tudent it would be interesting to take, but every
time I try to register for it, it's canceled," said Libertine Venzuela.
Chris Reisor. a film student, wanted to take a class that would help
him in his future career as a filmmaker. " I went to great lengths to reg-

E

The students who really lose in thi s type of situati on are the ones
who register early and then find out a week before classes start that a
class is canceled. Since Columbia is mainly a commuter school, students become agi tated with coming all the way downtown to
rearrange their lives on such short notice. Those who register early do
so because they want a set class schedule with all the courses they
need and all the electives they choose and to avoid any difficult situations during the regular registration time. " I was disappointed to find
out that I only had one day to pick up another class with little options
available," said Dwayne Ervin, a journalism major. " It is a great
inconvenience."

One reason for this problem may be beyond anyone's control. The
class sizes are limited to prevent overcrowding. Departments should
advertise electi ves that cater to a s tudent's interest more aggressively
so that classes don't become canceled due to lack of enrollment.
I don't know if Columbia has any solutions in mind for the disappointed students who have to revise their schedules. Most departments are sy mpathetic and offer alternative courses that work to the
student 's advantage. However, at present time there is no guarantee
that a student will receive a spot in an alternative course. II is the luck
of the draw if they get into a course they need or si mply want. For
seniors. it could be the difference between graduation and being here
yet one more semester.
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Now is the time to stop dreaming and start
planning•••• The Ultimate Spring Break
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Tuesday, Ma1rch 9, 1999
S:OO p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Art Theater
Second Floor
Wabash Buildinq
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In the Loop .. .
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I

@

Gpm on Feb. 24th!

(with valid college ID)

EXCITING
WEEKENDS.

COFFEEHOUSE
W ednesday. Feb lith at 6pm
After class, unwi nd w i th an evening of open
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Ho st Mario is joined by poet s Tara Betts
and Duriel Ha rris. Mus ical guest
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mlc at 6pm . C o llaborat ion with The
Guild Complex. FREE
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FREE
THINKING IS PART OF THE CREATIVE PROCESS. IF YOU ARE A FILM,
ADVERTISING, GRAPHICS, OR FINE ARTS MAJOR,
OR IF YOU AR E INTERESTED IN POP CULTURE,
SIGN UP FOR A NEW MARKETING/COMMUNICATION COURSE CALLED:
THE ART OF THE TV COMMERCI AL IN POPULAR CULTURE" (NO. 54-1110-01 )
OFFE RED ON THUSDAYS FROM 9AM TO 1PM IN THE FERGUSION THEATER.
THE COURSE WILL NOT BE QUITE AS MUCH FUN AS HAVING

SEX
BUT CLOSE. BECAUSE WE WI LL EXAMINE HUNDREDS OF THE MOST EXPENSIVE,
EXCITING. FUNNIEST. SEXIEST, AND BRILLIANT TV COMMERCIALS BEING MADE IN
THE US AND EUROPE FROM THE PERSPECTIVES OF ADVERTISING STRATEGY,
FILM PRODUCT ION, EDITING, AND CULTURAL THEORY,

AND
WE SHOULD ALSO MENTION THAT THE COURSE IS BEING TAUGHT BY
PAUL BLINDERMAN. AWARD-WINNING DIRECTOR AND EDITOR FROM LOS
ANGELES. WHO HAS WORKED IN THE US AND EUROPE ON COMMERCIALS
AND MUSICVIDEOS FOR IBM. THE ROLLING STONES, MICROSOFT, JANE'S
ADDICTION. HONDA. LENNY KRAVITZ. AND MANY MORE.
TH IS FOUR CREDI T CLASS. IS NOT YET IN THE CATALOGUE, SO ASK FOR
COURSE NUMBER 54-1110-01 .
;c: YOU ARE INTERESTED IN FILM OR WORKING FOR AN ADVERTISING AGENCY,
"THE ART OF THE TV COMMERCIAL IN POPULAR CULTURE"
WILL HELP YOU LEARN WHAT'S GOING ON
SO YOU CAN GET A JOB, MAKE SOME

MONEY
AND BE HAPPY.

Please note corrected course number 54· 111 0-01

ARE YOU A GOOD
MATCH TO YOUR
LOVER?

WHO AM I?

EVERYTHING about you, your friends,
bosses, parents and acquaintances personality
is IDDDEN in their Handwriting.
It's kind of SCARY! It's so ACCURATE! It's

a person's own "PERSONALTIY DNA"!

(Analysts of Handwriting for curiosity, understanding. adventure and fun. )

For only .~19. 98 yo11 or your friend., can have a lnle
Pmfo:islonul Personal Handwnting Analysis!

Call toll free at 1-800-642-6577 E,.t.Ol

'WWW.

CCCHitOMICU.
COlt\

website www.handwritinginc.com
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The Annual

etsman
Scholar$hips
Applications are now available for this
unique scholarship program.
Scholarship winners receive:
• Grants

New Award Increase!

up to $3,000 to help complete projects in all fields of
communication (including advertising, creative
writing, film, public relations, photography, video and
many others)

• Opportunities
to work with leading professionals in Chicago's
communications industry

• Spring Showcase
in the Hokin Gallery

Learn more and pick up an application by
visiting:

Student Life & Development
623 S. Wabash - Suite 301
Hokin Student Center

tt
or call:
Sheila Carter
(312) 344-7187
Columbia Colle•e Chicago

-A-pplication~eadline:
..Ap.rJW2~-J,99,9

W
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The Columbia Chronicle Message Board ·
. [ jndex by thrud ] [index. by d ele ] [ odmjnjst.rotor ]
[Bock to !he Chronicle ] .

~

t

Post ,our messal!e

www.ccCIIronicle.com
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There's no question about it. UPS is offering enthusiastic Human Resources, Marketing and
Business majors an excellent chance to optimize their earning potential while gaining valuable
experience with our Fortune 500 company. As an Employment Recruiter, you 'll receive a competitive
compensation package and full-time benefits for a part-time position along with flexible daytime
hours. To ensure adequate candidate flow for the employment interviewer, this position is responsible
for initiating and enhancing relationships with new and existing recruiting sources, such as schools,
community organizations and other applicable groups. To be considered. you must possess excellent
interpersonal, organizational and oral/written communication skiUs, and demonstrate initiative and
determination in a professional manner. Strong decision-making skills
are also essential. Knowl edge of compute rs is preferred. This
position may require some weekends.
Your answer is UPS! Fax your resume to
Human Resources at 847-705-6026. If you
have any questions, please contact us at
847-705-6025.
Equal Opportunity Employer
www.upsjobs.com

United Parcel Service

YOUR GUIDE INTO THE WORLD OF ARTS 8t ENTERTAINMENT
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FREE TICKETS!!!!

Stop by the Chronicle Office, Room 205, Wabash Building, to pick up a free ticket
(Admit Two) to a Special Advance Showing of "analyze this," at the
Fine Arts Theatre on Monday, February 22.
We hope to have Harold Ramis, Director of "analyze this"
available for a Q and A session following the movie.
Tickets are available while supplies last on a first -come, first -served basis.

II

ana lyze th•IS I I

OPENS EVERYWHERE ON FRIDAY, MARCH

5·
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V ITALITY

vitality n. 1. The characlerisUc thal disUf18uishes the livif18 from the nonlivif18. 2. The capacily lo 8row or develop. 3.
Physical or int.ellectual vi8or: ener&.

The Mighty Blue Kings
Monday, February 15
House of Blues
Reel Big Fish
with Zebrahead

Tuesday, February 16
House of Blues
Busta Rhymes
with The Flip Mode Squad
see Vila/ Pick of the Week

Wednesday & Thursday
February 17 & 18
House of Blues
Cassius & Wall of Sound DJ's:
Jacques LuCont of Les Rhythmes Digitales
& Touche of The Wiseguys
plus Justin Long

Thursday, February 18
Smart Bar
21 & Over

r----------------,
I
Wlflll l•l~k II
I
1
ttf file lt'eeka 1
L----------------~
I~----------------~I
By Benjamin 'Irecroci

for a few years unti l he exploded on Craig
Executive Editor
Mack's 1994 remix of "Flavor In Ya Ear." l
Busta along with Notorious B.I.G., L.L.
On Feb. 17 & 18, one of the Leaders of Cool J and Rampage made this one of the
the New School of hip-hop wi ll bring his top songs of the year and only pushed the
high energy raps and eccentric movements inevitable: Busta's solo career.
to the House of Blues. Busta Rhymes, comBusta's fi rst single, "Whoo-Ha! Got You
ing off the release of his third solo album, All in Check," brought his microphone masLevel
tery to the forefront
Extinction
Event (The Final
and skyrocketed his
World Front), has
career.
His
developed into a forc e
overzealous actions
in the rap game. With
would be put on d is- ~
hi s first two solo
play during his
albums already platcountless videos,
inurn ;
('96
The
including his smash
Coming, '97 When
hit, "Put Your Hands
Disaster Strikes) Busta
Where My Eyes
has cemented his name
Could See."
as a major component
Opening up wi ll
of hip-hop.
be
Infamous
Before going solo,
Syndicate
along
Busta was part of the
with Busta's parent
group The Leaders Of
record
company
The New School in the
group,
Flip mode
early nineties. The
Squad.
Leaders along with
By the end of the
Busta broke g round on
night expect to find
their debut album,
yourself immersed
Future Without A Past,
in Busta Rhymes
with their smash hit ,
and after the show is
"PTA" about the peril s
over, the only thing
of girls going through
you'll have left to
menstrua l
cycles.
say is, G IMME
Busta's· breakthroug h
SOME MORE!
performance came in
The House of
1990
when
he
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Blues is located at
appeared on A Tribe Called Quest's hip-hop 329 N. Dearborn in Marina City. The Feb.
anthem, "Scenari o." For anyone who heard 17 all -ages show starts at 7:30p.m. The Feb.
hi s verse you knew there was something dif- 18 show is 18-and-over and starts at 9 p.m.
Tickets cost $30 and can be purchased at all
ferent about him.
After parting ways with The Leaders of Ticketmaster out lets and at the House of
the New School , Busta wasn't heard from Blues box office.

Andrew Dice Clay
Filth Tou r 1999

Friday & Saturday
February 19 & 20
Rosemont Theatre
Astrud Gilberta
"The Girl from lpanema"

Saturday, February 20
House of Blues

I
I
1
1

I
I
1
1
I
I
I
I
1
1
I

1
I
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Lauryn Hill & Outkast
Saturday and Sunday
February 20 & 21
Chicago Theatre
Danny Wildchild, Phantom 45,
Aloe, DJ R-yn, Sundaze, & Roki
Sunday, February 21
Empty Bottle
Gregory Isaacs
Sunday, February 21
House of Blues

What's missinq here.? More. meta\?
Let us ~now! Or e.\se. ................ .. ... .

~·1! ~·1! ~tfal!
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The Columbia Chronicle and Universal
Pictures invite ,ou to an advance
screeninl! of a ver, special film

Stop by The Columbia Chronicle office, Suite 205, Wabash Building,
to pick up a free ticket {admit two) to a special advance screening of

"October Slcy"
Each pass good for two people.
No purchase necessary.
One pass per person.

OCTOBER SHY opens nationwide on February 19.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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By Patrick M . Walsh

Managing Editor
W
ell it's that time
of the year again -· a time
when all of Ame rica
immerses itself into the
fas hion, the glamour, and
the fa lsity of the Academy
Awards. I say falsi ty
because the whole event is
a sham and only certain
movies make the eli tist cut.
Take a look into this years
nominees and one can only
see double: two movies set
in the Victorian e ra of
England and two battle
movies based during World
War II (even the last nomination shares the World
War II backdrop). You put
all of those together and what do you get? A list of the
best movies of the year that resell'ble the end of a col de
sac in suburbia. They all look the same.
I personally find it ironic when
Academy members come out and criticize
summer blockbuste rs for being too a like ··
explosive sound, visual effects and no storyline. Prac tice what you preach, e pic
lovers. Since whe n is it a crime to nomi nate anyone involved in a comedy? Has
this country become so cynical that they
would not even consider that
" BASEketball" is a cornersto ne of
American c inema? We ll, maybe that one
went a little too far. But enough of my
bitching; here are your 1998 Academy
Award Nomi nees.

For Best Picture

VITALITY

Life Is Beautiful. An Italian film based in the 1940s
that shows the relationship between a man and his child
and how they endure to eventually conquer the horrors
of the Ho locaust.

Best Actor:
Tom Hanks - Saving Private Ryan
Nick Nolte ·Affliction
Roberto Be nigni • Life Is Beawiful
Edward Norton ·American Historv X
Ian Me Kellen - Gods And Monsters

semen can be used as a gag stands on its own laurels.
Bu/worth ·Altho ugh Warren Beatty generally blows
as an actor. this movie serves as a window into what
would happen if politicians actually spoke the truth.
The Spanish Prisoner · A David Mamet movie where
everyone tries to c heat everyone. Classic.
Rushmore- Bill Murray proves he still has it. In this
comic gem. Murray duels with a 15-ycar-old for the love
of a first grade teacher.
Saving Private Ryan • Some of the best
kills in battle ever recorded in cinematic
history.

Best Actor:
Best Actress:
Jeff Bridges - The Big LA'i>nwski
Warren Beatty - Bulworth
Ben Stiller - There :, Something About

Cate Blanchett- Elizabeth
Fern anda Montenegro - Cemral Station
Gwyneth Paltrow- Shakespeare In Love
Meryl Streep · One True Thing
Emily Watson· Hila ry And Jackie

Mary
Johnny Depp · Fear And Loathing In

Los Vegas
Roberto Benigni - Life Is lleautiful

Best S upporting
Actor:
Billy Bob Thornton A Simple Plan
Robert Duvall ·A Civil Action
James Coburn - Affliction
Ed Harri s · The Truman Show
Geoffrey Rush - Shakespeare In

Best Actress:
Christina Ricci · The Opposite Of Se.•
Cameron Diaz- There s Something A bow

Ma ry
Catherine Zeta Jones - The Mask Of Zorro
Gwyneth Paltrow · Shakespeare In Love
Katie Holmes· Distirbing Behavior

Love

Best Supporting Actor:

Best Supproting Actress:

Jeremy Pivin - Very Bad Things
J .T. Walsh - Pleasantville
Bill Murray · Rushmore
Steve Martin - The Spanish Prisoner
Ed Harris - The Truman Show

Kathy Bates- Primary Colors
Brenda Blethyn · Lillie Vioce
Judi De neb · Shakespeare In Love
Rachel G riffiths - Hilary And Jackie
Lynn Redgrave- Gods And

Best Supporting Actress:

Monsters
Saving Private Ryan. A moving WW II
epic in which the lives of e ight men are put
in danger to find a single soldier.
Shakespeare In Love. A period piece that takes a
comic approach to the great literary a uthor and hi s strugg le with writer's block, composing Romeo and Juliet
The Thin Red Line. Another WW II epic in which soldiers deal wi th the horror of war in the South Pacific.
Elizabeth . That's right, you guessed it -- another 16th
century epic in which the audience takes a deeper look
into the ru le of the Eng lish matriarch.

Now if you are as uninterested as I
am in this year's selections. I will g ive you, the readers.
a c hance to pick the I st A nnual Homers.
Awards are given to the people tha t have been overlooked during the year a nd deserve c redit for their performance. The nominees are

For Best Picture:
There's Something About Mary· Any movie where

Denise Richards - Wild Things
Kathy Bates · Primary Colors
Lisa Kudrow · The Opposite Of Sex
Joan A llen - Pleasamville
Julianne Moore- The Big Lebowski
To vote either come into The Chronicle office or
log on to www.ccchronic le.com. If you can pick the winners across the board, you will be treated to a round of
drinks at the illustrious South Loop Club. compliments
o f The Columbia Chronicle.

REVENGE OF THE HEAVY METAL BANDS
By Patrick M. Walsh
Managing Editor

Are you ready to rock? I
said. arc you ready to rockOI
A juggernaut is sweeping
across the rock indu stry,
insti lling fear and causi ng
chaos. It has laid dormant
for the past 15 years gaini ng
strength and has now been
released to wreak havoc.
Balls to the wall music is
back with a vengeance. For
those about to rock. we
salute you '
That 's right boys and
girls. metal has returned and
they are taking no prisone rs.
He llbent on bring music
back to its rock roots. metal
bands are staging a comeback . They don' t need to
mix (or as I call it steal)
songs into their music to c reate a beat. All they need is to
tum up their amps and rock.
When was the last time that
a rocker was arrested for urinating off of hi s hotel bal cony o nto a cop or injected
Jack Daniels straight into his
veins? That is what is missing frpm music. Atti tude.
G lam rock master,
manages to stay in the lime light, most
Sure we had to endure the major motion picture "Strangeland"
d isappointments like RATT
you can't escape them. Following the suc- ing his crew to Champaign, Il l., M arch 3
and L.A. Guns. but for every one like that cess of their Psycho Circus album, the
and 4 where they will play at Assembly
there was a Judas Priest and a Sabbath. grandfathers of metal have been everyHall , and if my guess is right, will stay
S ign of the devil.
where from the Super Bowl to the cover of around just long enough to sleep with 46
Leading the pack is the resurgence of
Playboy magazine. Must be rough.
co-eds, deficate on a room service platter
KISS. Gene, Ace and the rest of the gang
Following their direction, the bad boys and be arrested for some form of lewd conare back in full force with the face paint
o f rock are coming. No, it's not Tesla. duct. But hey, who hasn't done that?
and duds to match. Everywhe re you look
Motley Crue is back . Vince Neil is bringFor those of you who are into "Death

Metal .'' the name Sepultura should· ring
home. For the past 12 years they have
roc ked Brazil and the world with the
shows that make Gwar look tame . But
three years ago the band faced an i rnpasse
with the death of the1r frontman Max
Cavalera. Sepultura soon got bac k 111 the
studio and produced a ne w a lbum.
Against. fronted by new singer Derrick
Green. On March 2 they arc coming to the
House of Blues trying to tear the roof off
the sucka with their heavy riffs and pulsating energy.
Not all of the bands of yesteryear have
closed all wounds. Don't get your hopes
up for Twisted Sister coming to the
Lounge Ax anytime soon. Dec Snider has
sworn off a reunion for the time being.
leaving us all worthless and weak. He has
also come back into the rnamstrcam. promoting his ho rror movie ..Strangeland ... 1n
which he plays an Internet stalker. Checlfor it on video because it onl y lasted 111 the
theaters for 12 minutes.
Dee has also branched out 11110 other
avenues. such as chi ldren's toys. A
refreshing thought. But to th1 s day when
people ask what he wants to do with his
life. he still responds with vigor... , wanna
rock' ..
So go ahead , watch your ·'Dawson's
Creek." Listen to your Eagle Eye Cherry.
I' II take the bands who just want to wake
up in their own vomit anyday. That is what
made me ta l so great.
All hail to the rock gods of metal. The
reign of hip-hop terror is coming to an end.
The day of reckoning is at hand. Take
heed Puffy. Watch your back Brittany
Spears. Heavy metal is slow ly being
released into the ge neral population, so try
to stay the he ll out of the way when it docs.
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"real" world for food and
By James Boozer
E.iitor-in-Ch~rf
lmagme for a moment that the year is
and you're a gue~ t nt the home of Calvm
Helen Wehhcr. a m1ddle-cla~~ couple livmg m a p1<'turc-pcrfect ne1ghborhood.
Your host. C.1h m (Chmtnphcr Walken). IS
t>rilhant. yet parano1d ~nen t .st "ho IS
'meed the gn' emment 1< up In no good
h1s pregnan1 '"fe. Helen. (SI<<y Spacek)
J lo' ing. hou<e,\lfe "ho r.lrcl) quest1ons
hush.md's mtcnt1on~
As ) flu mmgk Jht)ul. ~ ou turn your
.mention Ill the T\' .1< Prcmknt John F
Kcnncd) .mnounrc< th.u So\let m1<s1
Cu ba arc .llmL'd at l i. S t.1rgrt< Your
C\cmnc !'oon ~.- ~.l m~o.·' tfl .mend .ts C.1lvrn h
tks) ou anu the other guest~ ou t the dnor
he 3nd h1s v.1fe ran pack up and move mto
their StJte-of-the-.trt h\1mb s helter for
they thmk 1~ the end nf the world .
Soon after thC) reach the c. tenor o f the shelter. a huge blast occurs that they m istake
as the "B1g One." lca\lng them wuh no ch01ce but to wait out the h,tlf-hfe of rad10act1 ve
contammauon 1n the helter.
With C\CI')th1ng they could ever want in the shelter. the Webbers ra1sed their son
Adam ( Brendan Fraser)
on " lfoncymCIOners" rerun<. Perry Como records
and d reams of o ne day
returnmg to hfe on the
surface
After hv1ng 35 year
unde rground. the t1me
came for C'alvm and h1s
family to rctum to the hfe
they thought sull ex~<tcd
on the su rface.
The1r once pleasant
nc1ghborhood turned mto
one n f the poore<t r nme
1nfe<ted nc1ghhorhnod< 1n
L!\.
ThiS wa< <ometh1ng
that Ca lv1n and He len
weren 't qulle ready to
Ad a m (B~ nd a n Frasitr ) " Bra wl ror it all" agai nst J oey deal wuh and dcc1ded to
Slotnic k in " Blast rrom the Past.''.
send Adam o ut mto the

the fi rst time in his
ifc, Adam would be able to
fulfill one of hi s dreams: to
sec the sky.
As he began hi s journey into a world he's never
seen befo re. he st umbles
Eve
(Ailc1a
'<;;tvN<Innrl a fas t-talking
of the 90s who IS
more than JUSt another
pretty face
Her life has been a series
of dead-end JObs. ego-drive n boyfriends and lost
dreams. When she meets
Adam. she has J hard time
adjulti ng to h is perfect
manner~

and

taste

m

-- not to ment 10 11
where
been li vi ng for
the pas t 35 years.
As Adam and Eve get to
kno w each other better. the
chances of the two fa ll ing
mto love mcreases .....or
docs It?. That 's JUSt one o f
the
questio ns
to
be
answered 111 " Blast from the
Pa.st."
Th.s mov1e Is n't the
same
run-of-the- mill
romantiC comedy -- big on
laughs and short on plot.
Fraser and Silverstone
may not be your 1dea of
Adam takes Eve d own to the bomb s h elter to intro"t he pe rfect couple" on
duce her to his paren ts (Christ opher Walke n and
~c rccn or even m real life.
Si.">Sy S p acek ).
but the c he m iStry between
the tWO works Ill thiS mov1e.
With add itiOna l acll ng support from Wa lken and Spacek, I found this movie entertaini ng
and a JOY to watch.
There were countless sce nes between Wal ken and Spacek that made me and a lmost
everyone 1n the aud1ence laugh at least a dozen times.
You may laugh o ut loud and cry your eyes o ut, but in any case, you will be entertamed. Overall. " Bl ast" IS a well -wnttcn movie built on a foundatio n of great acting and
a good plot. wh1ch 1s somcthmg many othe r comedies like this take for granted.

Just lika wa said, MORE METAL/I
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J!ltEE H171I~ FOil EVEilYOIE
As the music industry tightens its grip on what we hear, fans are fighting back·· and winning
By Billy O'Keefe
Vitwpoint.r!Ntw Media Editor

Among the many small thrills music fans occasionally
encounter is the joy of being the fi rst on the block to hear
the next big thing. Those sweaty old concert t-shirts commemorating a band or group's early days on the road
never find the trash because they are trophies -- bragging
rights that prove you were there when it all began.
If you lived in Chicago and you wanted to hear it first,
then you might have been familiar with the Bear (92.7
FM). Tuning into 92.7 would almost guarantee your ears
exposure to something fresh; rarely, if ever, could you
hear the same song twice in one day (let alone three times
in five hours). And the Bear wasn't afraid to take chances.
Hearing a little Rage Against the Machine followed by
some B.B. King with a touch of something new like the
Miracle Legion was nothing that didn't happen every day.
Unfortunately, the Bear has been shot, captured and
molded into a larger block of radio stations . The outlet has
become yet another "play the hits" joint, spinning nothing
but safe bets (N'Sync, Matchbox 20, and then more
N' Sync) and retreads (Third Eye Blind singles, every hour
on the hour). Attempting to catch B.B. King on the radio
in Chicago, one the supposed ho mes of the blues, will
leave you winded .
If the death of the Bear is any indication, the thrill of
heari ng something new and fresh may be dying
quickly. More and more, avenues for new music
are shutting out opportunities for low-profile
artists to make a real impression on the scene. As
record labels merge (the recent merging of
Universal Records and Polygram will result in
nearly 300 acts losing their contracts) and radio
stations consolidate, the breathing room new artists
receive is seeping slowly from the room .
The death of chance radio is a glaring and dangerous precedent. (Unless , of course, you're a
Matchbox 20 fan; you can presently hear a hit song
like " 3 AM" on at least eight major radio outlets the Disney network, QIOI, B96, Mix 101.9, KISS
92.7, 93.1, 102.3 and I 00.7 - in addition to MTV
and VH I . Similar safe bets can command just as
large an assortment, depending on their respective
genres.) When the government dropped the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 (a sweeping
de regulation of the communications industry,
including television , telephone and radio), it
removed then-present limits on the number of
radio stations one company could own; naturally,
the largest companies proceeded to purchase several formerly independent stations and convert them
into pieces of a larger corporate puzzle (witness the plight
o f the Bear, as well as the disappearance of the immensely popular Y -I 07 a few years ago, because the company
that purchased the outlet forced the change to meet
Spanish programming quotas.)
The music indus try likes what it sees; with more and
more stations playing the same music on heavy rotation,
casual music fans will find their choices narrowed down
for them. Simply put, when a lot of people hear the same
music over and over, that is what they'll buy. Less selection for the consumer guarantees higher sales for the slim
pickings on the radio (and consequently, more pro fit for
the record companies, who can afford to drop lower-profile acts and thei r expenses by the bucketful ).

many stations allow you to set up a custom playlist, listen
to news and interviews whenever you like and hear li ve
recordings and such from weeks , months, even years past.
And it's all commercial-free. Stick that in your Mountain
Dew and drink it.
Make no mistake, either; the medium is not run by a
bunch of geeks sitting in some empty basements; legitimate radio stations run round the clock, and even commercial stations are simulcasting their talent (or lack of)
online. Just like the Internet itself is finally coming into its
own as a leading business in 1999, web radio stations
should have no trouble facing off against pricier, costheavy commercial outlets in the years to come. At the rate
the medium is growing, direct competition is inevitable,
and the final score of such a battle may surprise you someday.
Still, as any radio executive will tell you, winning the
ratings war is only one battle. The real dough comes from
record sales, stupid. The same consumers choose the same
product from an increasingly limited selection, and record
stores play it safe by stocking what sells and letting someone else gamble on the new kid on the block. A small
selection of albums moves much faster than a big variety,
due to this mythical demand ; thus, prices for compact
discs and even cassettes remain high , and the record companies aren't going to fix something they don' t think is
broken. So what's a serious music fan, o r any consumer

than producing a cassette. Yet while stereo prices hit the
deck - you can buy a good machine for less than a Ben
Franklyn - popular COs sti ll run as high as $20, tax not
included. And when Hanson markets three discs in one
year to a primarily young, penn iless teenage audience,
many a bank will be broken. Compare that to the price of
an MP3 player (free), software that allows one to download MP3s (also free) and the MP3s themselves (ditto).
Add to that the fact that the other tools of the trade, a computer and Internet access, are often present in any case,
and you can see why the MP3 bandwagon is fi lli ng up
faster than a tablespoon in the rain.
Still not all is black in the MP3 marker. Upcom ing
artists have turned to the format as a way to allow listeners to sample their sound, while some more significant
acts (Public Enemy, the Beastie Boys and Oasis are a few
examples) occasionally offer live versions of popular
songs on their web sites, despite protests from their bosses upstairs. And legal MP3 sites, featuring mostly
unknown acts who donate their music in hopes of gaining
a wider acceptance, are raking it in; www.mp3.com, a parallel universe with Billboard-like charts and bulletins
strictly about new bands who present their craft via free
MP3s, accommodates over six million visitors a month ,
with countless songs downloaded every time you blink.
And it's entirely legal.

Torn, Natalie lmbruglia-style
Late last year, Diamond Multimedia dropped the
MP3 equivilent of the atom bomb with the Rio
Player, a portable MP3 gadget that allows users to
transfer their favorite MP3s to a cartridge and play
them wherever they go. Lawsuits have naturally followed, but with so many good, legal uses for MP3s,
the record industry has no case.
As a result, they arc torn between destroying the
technology and embracing it at the same time. To
harbor a wish that fans will turn away from the MP3
is like expecting a writer to trade in his Macintosh
for that pea-green typewriter in the attic; once
they' ve seen what the new stuff can do, there's no
going back. Thus, the record companies scramble to
fight two battles at once in hopes of winning at least
one.
MP3.com CEO (yes, they have a CEO) Michael
Robertson describes the bind in a nutshell: ''The
legal tug o f war continues between Diamond
Multimedia and the RIAA over the Rio portable
player and the MP3 format. But every day we' re
adding some of the finest musical content available
through partnerships with quality record labels.
"Partnerships with top labels like Platinum
Entertainment are not only a stamp of approval for our
aggressive Internet focused music marketing strategy, but
a validation for the entire MP3 fo rmat and community."
So what's the solution? The best minds in the music
industry have not a clue, and it's killing them. The trick is
to sell music online -- selling music by the song -- so consumers can download their favorite tracks directly from
major record labels onto a blank CD. The death of
albums? If the record companies are desperate eno ugh,
it's not out of the question. The roadblock in the plan lies
in the fact that it becomes that much easier for pirates to
download ill-gotten songs and albums. The record companics would like to conjure a solution to this problem,
but as the software industry will tell you, it's practically
impossible to control piracy,
""'''"nt.r'"''u"'""' especially with so much wheel?=-----'-=! ing and dealing online.
The consumer counterattack
,__,,_-,_,;;,-~ on the music industry is to many

1------- ------------ - - --- --..J

The counterattack: Free music for everyone
Despite the fact that most of the general population at
least appears satisfied picking and choosing from the Top
40, avid music fan s can sec the writing on the wall and are
taking the problem into their own hands, to such a degree
that the music indu stry is reeling fro m an attack that has
only begun. The s pirit of rock and rock may be dying in
the Merchandise Mart, but the new music revolution lives
online, and it's boiling the blood of record co mpany executives everywhere.

The airwaves open wide
As major commercial radio limps on (hopefull y to better days ahead), inspired indi viduals everywhere are creating their own bandwidth on the Internet. Web radio stations have been a ''That's cool" trick for a whil e now, and
in the past year the technology has finally caught up with
the master pl an. As word gets out and the endeavor
widens its audience, commercial radio stations will
inevitabl y feel the heat.
Web rad io is an ad venture in the best and wors t sense.
Putting your radio in the hands of amateurs and basement
radio stations o pens the door to a lot o f lousy programming, and the search for a good , stable piece o f the virtual dial may take a little detecti ve work. Still , the reward
for a good search can be huge. Fresh new music, live
tracks from your favorite ba nds and stu ff too intense for
commercial radio - it's out there, waiting for you to fi nd
it.
The other benefits? For one thing, it's free; you can
download a tuner at http://www.real .com/products/player,
and that's all you need (besides a computer, o f course, but
if you can downl oad the tuner then that's ob viously a
given). And while dig ital television has promi sed us for
years the ability to watch our favonte shows whenever.we
please, web radio actually deli vers on such a prom1se;

without deep pockets, to do?
Simple: If it ain 't broken and you still don't like it,
break it yourself. That's prccicely what some avid fans arc
doing, and it has sent the record industry reeling at an
alarming degree. Once again, the ruckus is happening at a
modem near you.

Sending David Geffen to his knees
In the past fi ve years, the Internet has transformed
from " What the hell is that?" to j ust another med ium o f
our lives (albeit a leading one). In a short period of time,
engineers and programmers have conti nuously tweaked
with technology, with remarkable results. Countless
examples abound, but only one is making headlines: The
MP3 .
An MP3 file is a music file,
playabl e on any computer, that captures high-quality sound inside a
relatively small document. Music

file coming
sounds just
welcome
the arm,
but
from an
same
as MP3
it would
fro mthea ,.,]§~~~~~~~~!~~~~~~ amany
worryshot
that insimilar
dilemmas will be all too common in
compact d isc. The catch is the size
of these fil es; downloading an MP3
e veryday life if techno logy conversion of your favorite song to
tinues to run its course. And this
your computer can usually be done
is exactly why the MP3 revoluti on is making so many headin less than 20 minutes on a typi cal
lines; as the exchange of certain
connection. And if you leave the
computer on while you sleep, you
products becomes increasi ngly
can copy a who le album or two
di fficult to control (video
overnight. For free. Use a faster
games, soft ware, music and
connectio n (such as a library o r
books arc digitized and pi rated
school network), and you can nab
in staggering amounts), some
fear that currency is next. It 's no
an entire album in well under a halfhour. Once again, for free.
coincidence that advert ising and
stocks are the biggest assets in
And that, as they say o n television, is not all; MP4 technology,
onl ine commerce; the money
generated , as well as the prodwhich captures max imum-quali ty
uct, is every bit as virtual as the
sound in fi les half the size of MP3s,
industry would rather
Internet itself, transferred from
is on the way, and hungry music
know, but nabbing free copies
one bank account to another
fans arc setting their plates for its
arrival.
rite music from the Internet is without ever really showing up
in anyone's clutches. Money is
Naturally, record companies ' ~'"'."''' ~""'ngly easy.
would rather you not do that. And
increasingly transferred v1a a
therei n, of course, lies your problem.
pus h of a button or a fe w keystrokes; put the wrong perThat hasn' t stopped too many people, however. In son behind the computer, and you may have to blow a kiss
terms of presence, MP3 hotspots rival porn paradises o n goodbye as you watch your money n y away. And if major
the net; in terms of popul arity, MP3 sites blow the com- companies (and SOFTWARE companies at that) can' t
petitio n away. Yes, it's illegal. But it's a seemingly guilt- stop it , can you expect to ? It's the question that is q uietly
free crime, a reaction to the limited selection and high crippling the music industry, even if they' d prefer you did
prices the industry presents to its consumers. The compact not know it.
disc.• introduced over 15 years ago, is no longer new; producmg a CD costs no more, especially at high volumes,
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IT'S 11:59 ON NEW YEARS EVE.
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR DATE IS?

Ben Affleck Casey Affleck Dave Chappelle
Guillermo Diaz Angela Featherstone Janeane Garofalo
Gaby Hoffmann Kate Hudson Courtney Love Jay Mohr
Martha Plimpton Christina Ricci Paul Rudd

16 and Wednesday,
Tuesday, February
'
2 S oearbom St. on
ass ladmit two,
Visit BOTANICA, 31
•
·ck·UP a complimentary P
day February 18.
February 17 to P'
0 c ·garettes" on Thurs
'
·
of "20
'
·
to a preview screenmg
ANICA to become eligible to w•n a
.-:TTES" contest at BOT
. the Chicago area.
. th "200 CIG AR ~ 1 '
•
d anywhere '"
Enter your name In e
arranged in a vase, dehvere
ss er person.
dozen long-stem roses
While supplies last. one pa P
No purchase necessary.
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Columbia College Chicago

february 1-28

Art Exhibit, Bernard William~
Hokin Annex

february 17

Opening Reception
Mmical Performer, Maggie Brown
Meet Arti~t, Bernard William~
Hokin Gallery,sp.m.

february 18
february 13
lebruary 24

African-American Film ~erie~: New Orleam Jazz Parade
Hokin Gallery,12 noon
Columbia College African International ~tuden~:
African Penpective~
HokinAnnex, 3p.m.
African-American Am Film ~erie~: "lora hMy Name", Play ba~ed on lora Neale Hunton'~ writing~
Hokin Gallery, 12 noon

february 25

Mmical Performance: Dmhon Mo~ley &"The Blue~ Connection"
Hokin Annex, 3p.m.

february 26

Cofumbia College A~mciation Of Black Journalht Talent ~howca~e
Hokin Annex, 6-10 p.m.

March 2

Theatrical Performance: "The Meeting"
Hokin Annex, 3p.m.

f1arch 3

African-American Art Film ~erie~: "~mall ~tep~, Big ~tride(, Black~ In Hollywood
Hokin Gallery, 12 noon

March 4

Clo~ing Reception

Mmical Performance: The ~teve Cobb Ememble
Hokin Annex, 3p.m.

Sponso-red blJ
St.ude-•t Li~e Er r"lino.,..ity 1-'-P ,,
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Classified
CROSSWORD Classified
sified
The only way to save money and make moneyJii''

WRITES EDITS papers resumes dissertat\ons
application proposals scripts books (312) 216-005 1

FREE RADIO = $1250! Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $3-$5 per visa!MC app.
We supply all materials at no cost. Call for info or visit
our website. Qualified callers recieve a FREE Baby
Boom Box. 1-800-932-0528 X 65.www.ocmconcepts.com

,.,·.- I,_

...
111111
101n1

~·~
IIY

SPRINGBREAK BEACHES Daytona. Panama City,
Padre. Miami. Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, etc. Best Hotels.
prices, parties. Browse www.icpt.com.
Reps earn cash. free trips
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-60 13
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THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE!
I
I
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I
1 @(!,J)Ji« ~IMWI!Ii«©IMIMI~INrii' - THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE!
:IS AN EXCITING AND CONTEMPORARY

NEwSPAPER~

liN AN ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL FURTHER THEI
:EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR YOUR:
IAUDIENCE.
I

I
I
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O'Keefe

The Bombastic Fantastic Adventures of the Columbia C.......... Rnurllln
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By Billy O'Keefe
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ANTED
Your Opinions About Columbia College Chicago
At least once each decade, every accredited U.S. college and university is evaluated by its
regional accrediting agency. Columbia College Chicago will undergo such an evaluation
by the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Schools from April 19, 1999, through April21, 1999.
Columbia has been accredited by the Commission since 1974. In the upcoming visit, the
accrediting team will review the College's overall institutional effectiveness and its
ongoing ability to meet the Commission's Criteria for Accreditation (listed below) and
General Institutional Requirements. In preparation for its accrediting visit by a team
representing the Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools, the College is seeking opinions from the public.
Comments must address substantive matters related to the quality of Columbia College
Chicago or its academic programs. All comments must be in writing and must include the
address, telephone number, and signature of the writer. All comments will be referred to
the President of Columbia College Chicago and to the visiting team for consideration as
part of the review process.

You are invited to submit your comments to:
Public Comment on Columbia College Chicago
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, IL 60602

All comments must be received by March 19, 1999.

The Five Criteria for Accreditation
Criterion #1. The institution has clear and publicly stated purposes consistent with its
mission and appropriate to the institution of higher education.
Criterion #2. The institution has effectively organized the human, financial , and physical
resources necessary to accomplish its purpose.
Criterion #3. The institution is accomplishing its educational and other purposes.
Criterion #4. The institution can continue to accomplish its purposes and strengthen its
educational effectiveness.
Criterion #5. The institution demonstrates integrity in its practices and relationships.
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NOTHING HAPPENS BY ITSELF
Call

976-9001
for 24 hour access
for only $4
billed to your
home phone.

(312)

840-9000
TH E DISC R EET WAY FOR

M EN TO MEET MEN
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By Und1 C. Bilek
Tribune Medii Servlce.s

Aries (March 21-Apri/19). Teamworl< is required on Monday,
but it's also quite easy. Things could be taken out of your hands
and finished before you even have a chance to give the orders.
Tuesday and Wednesday are intensely inspirational. Follow
that little voice in the back of your mind, especially if what it's
saying sounds like fun. On Thursday and Friday, the moon will
be in your sign. So is Jupiter, for luck, and Saturn, for discipline.
Use both. Saturday and Sunday, the moon's going through
Taurus to teach you to spend money wisely. Pay attention.
Taurus (Apri/20-May 20). Your assignment for Monday is to
lay low and take notes. A person who thinks he or she knows
everything wants to tell you what to do, and you'd be a fool to
argue, especially right now. Meet with friends on Tuesday and
Wednesday, to share ideas and support. The heat is turned up
on Thursday and Friday, but not to worry. Your team comes to
the rescue. Saturday's got some setbacks, but Sunday should
be absolutely marvelous, especially for a get-together with
friends.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). You could cinch a deal Monday
that would open up all kinds of new horizons for you. looks like
the sky's the limit, and maybe not even that. Inspiration strikes
again on Tuesday and Wednesday. There are problems coming
up, but that's fine. That just means you're growing. Organize
your team on Thursday and Friday. You don't get extra points for
doing everything by yourself. Ponder a serious decision over
the weekend. This is not something you want to rush into.

Cancer (June 22-Ju/y 22). Monday is about money, specifically money you can get from other people. This could be loans
or grants, or even some sort of insurance plan, but it looks like
an application is required. Your luck's good Tuesday and
Wednesday, although a change may be necessary to get what
you want. Trust one who loves you. Toe the line Thursday and
Friday, to impress an authority figure. You may be tired by the
weekend, so plan something relaxing with friends.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). You may feel kind of tired Monday.
Your best plan of action is to hand the assignment over to
somebody else. You should have a partner who's able to do this
next part better than you could anyway. Be watching for good
bargains on Tuesday and Wednesday, and also good investment tips. You're liable to find a doozy. A foreigner brings you
luck on Thursday and Friday, and maybe a couple of surprises.
Review options carefully Saturday, so by Sunday you know
which choice is the wise one.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You may feel that it's almost more
worl< than you can handle on Monday. Get feedback from the
people you're trying to serve, so you can put the right habits into
place. The right partner to share your load should become obvious by Tuesday or Wednesday. Be willing to hand over part of
your burden. Your energy is high on Thursday and Friday, but
tensions are plentiful, too. Relax to avoid a headache. Plan to
travel over the weekend. The change of scene will do wonders.

libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). The intensity of a conversation you
have with a loved one on Monday may startle you. If you want
this person to lighten up, just make the commitment. Who
knows? It could make your life easier. Launch creative projects
Tuesday and Wednesday, especially the ones with lots of work
involved. Let your partner take the lead on Thursday and
Friday, in everything except spending money. Save that for the
weekend, and you keep hold of the checkbook.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). looks like you'd rather stay home
on Monday than do just about anything else, and if you can
manage to pull that off, you definitely should. love is the dominant theme Tuesday and Wednesday, and you'll be worl<ing like
a mule on Thursday or Friday. Join your favorite partner over
the weekend for a game you have played for years. A bit of
competition will do you both good.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). What you're learning Monday
could propel you into all sorts of new adventures, and you're definitely in the mood to study. That's perfect. Soak it up. Hang
around the house Tuesday and Wednesday to get in on a good
\lW~~J7JJ conversation about love. Thursday and Friday, you might declare
yourself in a manner so bold you surprise even yourself, but it
will really feel good and do wonders for your self-confidence.
This weekend will be good for tackling a tough chore.

or
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). On Monday, your problem is
not acquiring the money but, more likely, knowing what to do
with it - how to spend it wisely or where to invest it. Practice
new skills Tuesday and Wednesday, and you'll come close to
mastering them. Breakdowns at home on Thursday and Friday
lead to new solutions to old problems. Reserve the weekend for
cuddling as much as possible.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18). Monday, the new moon is in
your sign, and that gives you awesome powers. Focus those
not inwardly, but on helping others. Someone you know well
could use your counseling now, so look around. Put your money
where your mouth is Tuesday and Wednesday, by investing in
a cause you know will worl<. Cut through the fluff on Thursday
and Friday to get to the real facts you need. Have friends to
your house this weekend instead of traveling far.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Your smile can move mountains.
On Monday, use it where it'll do the most good. Don't get drifty
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Accidents could occur if you're not
paying attention. On Thursday and Friday, you feel like you're
made out of money. Since the sun's coming into Pisces just then,
you'll probably want to buy gifts for everyone you know. What a
wonderful idea for this weekend - a celebration of the sun's
transit into your sign with all your friends and family in atten
dance! The moon will be in Taurus then, and one thing that
symbolizes for you is brotherly love.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...
Born Feb. 15: You're incredibly powerful this year. Be careful. You may not
know your own strength.
Feb. 16: Focus on making money this year, but don't take too big of a risk. You
don't want to lose more than you gain.
Feb. 17: Money is the topic this year. You'll gather up lots of it, so make sure
you save it wisely, providing for your future.
Feb. 18: You'll need to learn about money this year. Whether you have too
much or not enough depends on how you manage it.
Feb. 19: This year the focus is on money and education. You'll learn more
about money this year, or use the money you have to finance college.
Feb. 20: If the job you're doing is a burden, this is a good year to change. If
you like it, maybe you'll just take on more responsibility.
Feb. 21 : Looks like you make money easily this year, but you'll also have a
tendency to go through it quickly. Your assignment is to learn to be
thrifty, even when you've got a lot.
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STUDENTS & FACULTY
Auditorium
Garage,
Inc.
Southeast Corner
Congress and Wabash Avenue

Discount Parking for
Students & Faculty
Day and Night
All rates include City Parking Tax

First 2 Hours

$5.00

Over 2 hours to 5 Hours $5.70

Over 5 Hours to 12 Hours

$7.50

Over 12 Hours to -24 Hours $9.00

Va lidate your parking ticket at school.
Discount only applies to the f irst 24 hours.
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Sandwiches

Baa aa Pncul aaa

with H av.~ rti Cheese. Tomato, Oijonnarse

Cblckea 8recca1l Salad aa Mahtarala aaa
IM!h Llllluce and Sprout~

a.aot . . . . • • • • Otdaa aata..,.
wrth Spocy Mayonnlllse. Red Onion and l11111,..

oa.a•• • • r n ach anad

'Mih Tomatoes. Spmach. SaUl~ Peppers & Onoon~

T v k e)' •• a JltaiHr a.a
With Sun Dried Tomato Sauce. Roma.ne & Sprouts
DOled Taaa Salad • • a CNia•aa c
IMth Mixed Gr_,s & Tomalo

V•c•cart.• • • •-••• ..

3 C/1-s. Sprouts. Lenuce. Tomato. Cucumbe< Onion.

Zucchonl. Cetrots

a.tolua p.,ta • • . . . ..,. . . . . .eta
BraaS1 or Cniellen. PeS10 Sauce. Aoma TomatoM

•••rda
Cbe. .e • • Vec•ta•le a.a
wnh Moxed Greens. Carrots. Peppers. Aoma Tomatoes
lllcn.tl'lau

.....
_. .....,
.........
.... c ....
v.....-... c•m

Cotftt. Decal. Tea. Hot Cllocollte
VuletY ot Donuts. Pastries. llalals. llrownles. Cookies
aac a a , I tt•• lauaaee, CNiaaaatll l t00-10t11AIIII

o....................
A A.otatl"9 Sckctlotl of Salacb, Wrapped SandwlchcJ
Fres h Fruit Salad
Po.rto Salad•. Saint Vf9&Tarlon, Saf!IC Contolnlnq Mt.ats 6 Chusu
Rl«. Gfool n Salodf (Tabbouleh. Couscous. Qulnoo , Lcnfll, cfc.)
tUe are 1oc1 111d In t he bu eme nt o f th e 11 8 8 Sou t h Ml chi Qan Uulllllng
u ourt :
Monduy - Thursday
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Grace, Sandberg, Banks, Wood headline
sold-out convention--but where's Sammy?
By Rob St eva
Sports Editor
find hidden autographs. autograph stages. which featured players sign ing on a firstIn Chicago, where the city finally recovers from the 2 1 inches of snow and mourns
in the aftermath of Michael Jordan's retirement, the idea of baseball seems as far out of come first-serve basis and finall y an autograph lottery- which offered a fair and equal
opportunity for fans to obtain autographs of the more popular players. The lottery playreach as a Sammy Sosa home run ball. However. the 1999 Cubs Convention may have
ers included: Kerry Wood. Mark Grace. Ernie
been just what the doctor ordered, providing
Banks and Ryne Sandberg. "! wouldn' t miss
much-needed relief for the Windy City. The
this. I look forward to events like these where
sold-out Convention took place at the
I have the chance to give back to the fans for
Chicago Hilton and Towers, Jan. 15-17. To
the support they gave me throughout my
help celebrate the C~bs' magical season of
career," said Sandberg.
1998, the annual gala featured more than 50
Despite a gutsy '98 season in which the
players. coaches and celebrities past and preCubs made their fi rst post-season appearance
sent including Ryne Sandberg, Mark Grace,
in ni ne years. there arc still questions surKerry Wood, Mickey Morandini. Rod Beck,
rounding the '99 team. In the midst of heavy
and Hall of Famers Ernie Banks. Fergie
off-season. free-agent signings. the Cubs
Jenkins and Billy Williams. But still the
strayed away from the big spending spree and
question on everyone's mind v:as, ''Whcre's
signed veteran catcher Beni to Santiago and
Sammy?"
pitchers Scott Sanders and Jon Lieber. In
Cubs manager Ji m Riggleman said.
doing so their projected starting lineup makes
·'Ever since the season ended Sammy has
them the oldest team in baseball. ""They're
been making appearances everywhere. He
older and they' re wiser."" said Caray. "Sure,
has accepted the duties that go along with
older guys get injured more but in sports it's
being a celebrity and I think he j ust needs
really a double-edged sword. You want a team
some time off. to be by himself and with his
that's older because they aren't going to beat
family." Mark Grace said, " Sammy has been
themselves and they"re experienced."" he said.
absolutely impossible to get a hold of. He's
One of the men behind the off-season
been o ff to Japan. off to here off to there.
acquisitions was GM Lynch. " We feel that
he's been everywhere! He needs some rest.
by Rob Steva!Chronic/e
with the additions of Benito and Scott and Jon
because we need him for next year. "
we arc much stronger in areas where we needThis year's Convention was the first
. Farner Er nie ~~ll~ssiJ,:t1Sat1 ~':lt'>.~r~ph. f.~.r. ~. IIJc~,r. f~ll: .
ed to be stronger. Hopefull y we can carry the
without beloved broadcas ters and Chicago
momentum from last season over to this season and better things will happen." ' he said.
legends Harry Caray and Jack Brickhouse. Caray. who announced for the Cubs from
Another major concern fac ing the Cubs come spring training is the health of Kerry
1982 to 1997 and Brickhouse from 1948 to 1981, both passed away in 1998. In keepWood. Wood missed a majority of the final month of the season with elbow proble ms.
mg with the traditions of the Convention, two of Harry 's duties as chairman were
Wood assured everyone that all systems are running. " I feel great. I just had a foll owthrowing out the first pitch and singing "Take Me Out to the Ballgame. Both were perup exam and have been throwing during the off-season and everything is fi ne. I am
formed by fans. For Caray's grandson Chip, who took over as the team's voice on
WGN-TV. the 1998 Cubs season was especially meaningfu l. " It was a great
year: it was
fun to see
Sammy
and Kerry
and everyone enjoy
the season
the way
they did. It
was truly
awesome,
but at the
same time,
it was sad
for me
because
nobody
wishes more than I
really looking forward to spring training and helping this team win it all." he said. One
that my grandfather of the obstacles that many Rook ie of the Year winners like Wood experience is dealing
with the pressures of living up to all expectations. "I know ex pectations will be high. I
could have been
wi ll be ready. I don' t fee l pressured right now; I never have felt pressured here," said
there." said Caray.
" Every time a game Wood.
was played I
The last Cubs playoff appearance was !989. when the team featured the power of
thought o f him and
Andre Dawson, the dominance of Greg Maddux, the experience of Ryne Sandberg .and
how much fun he
an up-and-coming talent o f Mark Grace. Grace, the only player left from the "89 team.
would have had
fel t that team was slightly better. "In "89 we won the di vision, our record was better.
doing the games that day and during the season. Hopefully last year's success wi ll lead
Not to say that last year's team wasn't good I just think the '89 team was better. There
to even greater success like d ivision championships and world championships."
were a lot of similarities but that team had three Hall o f Farner's Andre Dawson. Rync
Thi s year's convention offered a variety of opportunities for fans to get up-close
Sandberg and Greg Maddux." Grace added, " I can' t believe we arc tal king about baseand personal with the Cubs organization. "The Cubs Convention is the perfect setting
ball --here it is 50 be low outside. and we are tal king about baseball. I love it! This why
for all o f the players to thank the fans for their support over the years." said Cubs
this is the best city to play in. Pl aying in the post-season is what it's all about: you
General Manager Ed Lynch." "We were fortunate enough to be part o f so me rare and
can' t get enough of those opportunities and Chi cago deserves a chance .. '" said Grace.
Cubs' fans will get their chance beginning April 12 as the Friendly Confines o pens
thrilling acco mplishments las t season now we want to thank and recognize the greatest
fans any team has ever known." said Cubs President and Chief Executive Officer Andy its doors for the 85th Opening Day at Wrigley Field . as the Cub> face the Ci nclllnall
Reds. Among the highlights on the Cubs 1999 ~c h edule include a conclusion to the
MacPh:ul.
regular season which has Sosa and the Cubs pia) 1ng Mark MeG" ire and the St Loui~
From autograph ~css1ons to hitting clinics to question-and-answer sessions. fans
had unlimited access to the team. The Convention offered three different ways to
Cardinals in s1x of the final 13 games.
obtain autographs: the au tog raph hunt game in which guests used ··treasure maps" to
The Convention has raised more than $1 .5 million for charity over the years.
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S·ox fans could be in for)a Big Hurt in 1999
Y onng·er tetun m a.r Tequil'e cit.r's patience as team intToduces n ew look
By Rob S teva
SportS Editor

the team for the younger players, however he says otherwise. " It will be different in the clubhouse but I don' t
feel as if my role has changed. The younger guys will
learn on their own; that's how everyone learns."
Among the highlights of SoxFest were training centers in which children learned the fundamentals of field·

even game used equipment from Sox Fest as opposed to
cards.
On the final day of the event, Manager Jerry Manuel
Many familiar and former Chicago White Sox play·
sat down with fan favorites and White Sox television
ers. including seven stars from the I 959 American
broadcasters Ken "Hawk" Harrelson and Tom "Wimpy"
League championship team. were joined with the new.
Paciorek to talk about how preparation and attitude will
unfamiliar faces of the 1999 team at
factor in on the '99 squad. "Obviously anytime
the annual winter baseball festival.
you change the nucleus of a ball club the attiSox Fest. The three-day extravaganza
tudes and preparation change with it. I don't see
took place Jan. 29·3 I at Chicago's
this being a problem for the Sox. Frank Thomas
Hyau Regency Hotel and provided
has been able to handle negativity and personnel
fans with the opportunity to catch up
changes ever since he was called up from the
with more than 30 Sox legends.
minors. The overall attitude with the manager
includ111g Minme M111oso. Jim Landi s
and the players here, is upbeat and anxious,
and Bil l P1crcc as well as many of
everyone wants to get started and I think that
the teams current players such as
after a couple of months you're going to see a
M1ke Caruso. Ra) Durham. James
very competitive young White Sox team." said
Bald" 111 and Frank Thomas.
Harre lson.
In the nudst of the hcav) o ff-seaThis season marks the 40-year anniversary of
son" hcehng and dcahng. Whne Sox
the I9 59 White Sox team that captured the
management r hosc to go wnh a
, American League title. Throughout the season
"~outh mo,ement" for the '99 seathe White Sox organization plans to recognize
son. opung not to res1gn fa n fa, onte
the his toric team for its accomplishments. An
Rot>111 \ 'entura and >lugger Albert
integral part of that team was pitcher Billy
Belle. The rcrogmLable faces of
Pierce. "A ll summer long I follow White Sox
Ventura and Be lle ha' c been repJared
baseball and every winter I look forward 10
b) ) oungsters such as Scou E) rc and
auending the Sox Fest. This year the event is
Paul Konerko. hoth of "hom arc
more meaningful because it is the anniversary of
eager!) a"a111 ng the o pportunu ~ to
, the '59 team and it's great to see so many of the
pro'e all doubters" rong " It's no
guys from back then." said Pierce.
secret "e will have a new look thl>
This year also marks the beginning of a new
year If "e sta) healthy and ma~c
era for the Sox as they attempt to uncover the
1mpro,cments da1ly I tlunk people
young talent in which the c ity of Chicago hopes
will sec the talent "e ha'e 111 our
will bring postseason action back to Comiskey
younger pla)ers." sa1 d Manager Jerry
Park . One bright spot from last year's team was
Manuel. As for SoxFest. Manuel
the play of shortstop Mike Caruso who compiled
Photos by Rob St~•·a!Chronicle
saJd. "Its great to sec our fans come
a .306 batting average and stole 22 bases.
out and support us ThiS IS our oppor- Veteran Fran k T homas looks to rebound from a disappointing 1998 season.
Caruso's strong play at short made it easy for
tunny to vtsll
Sox fans to relinquish some of the memories of
and thank them
111g wnh Ray Durham
favorite Ozzie Guillen. " I
for thc1r season·
knew I had pretty big
and M1kc Caruso. and
long support ..
pnchmg wnh Bill
shoes to fill; I had a lot of
One player
fun last year and the fans·
S1ma> and Kc 1th
who managed to
Foulke There were
support carried me
escape the South
through. I am happy to
ques110 n-and-amwer
S1de house·
have the chance to be here
SeSSIOilS Wllh player>.
clean1ng was
and everyone'>
this weekend and thank
Frank Thomas
the people who supported
fa vonte. autograph >esRumored to be
me. Its also great to see
SIOn>. One o f the more
traded to
popular >!ages of
some the older players.
Bo>ton. the offSoxFest wa> the Wh11e
who I used to admire
season proved to
when I was 111 Little
Sox Garage Sale . The
be very 1ntere>1·
League ... satd Caruso.
'ale comamed game
mg even for the Maru.ger Jerry :vtanuel rem airL~
U\ed jer>ey\ and CtjUipThe White Sox season
Btg Hurt "I
optimistic.
ITICIH from pa \ 1 team~
schedule is h1ghhghted
Sox
h
roadn1
sters
Ken
Harrelson
and
Tom
l>aciorek
were
have wrJTkcd
and o ld Conmkey Pa1k
wnh two mter· leaguc
very h;,rd dunng th1' wmter I undcf\tand that my numas well a_, mcmoral:uha nn hand to shar~ th~ir thoughts rrgarding thr 1999 st-ason. scnes wnh their cross·

he" were down 111 ' 98 and the trade rumors were evolvIng hut I JU" need 10 go out and ha \C a fun year, there
really "n't any pte>\ure on u' tim 'ea.\ on," \atd ·n10ma'
Wnh the departure of Ventu ra and Belle. many would
a\\Ulne that Thoma' now ha' the lcadef\ht p dult e\ on

lraunll
lhl

barn...

from the cu rrclll team
Proceed ' Irom the 'ale went In Wtutc Sox chan11e,,
Severa l mcmorahll1a and card deale" from around the
Ch1cagoland area were abo on Jwnd . many nf who
a1pecd that fan' prefer to purcha'c photo,, autugraph,,

Chicago sports continue
to transform. Th is time
it's football, as
Michael McCaskey
steps down as
Bears President
and names Ted Phillips
as his replacement...
when did Chicago get a
football team?

Boxer Mike Tyson
is sentenced to jail
for two years and
awaits a work release
which could enable
him to box for millions
of dollars during his
sentence... and they
say the law isn't stiff
enough.

town nval. the Cubs.
Other spcnal events planned mcludc tributes to the I9 59
champmnslup team and numerous night games l·oncluded wllh the traditional Comiskey Park Jircworks show.

Spring Training schedules were released
and both the Cubs and
Sox open on March
5... so on March 6
Aeinsdorf should be
ready to declare the
Sox out of contention
and trade away what's
left of his team.
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